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On July 19, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) crossed 
the 14,000 mark for the fi rst time. A wave of healthy second 
quarter earnings and optimistic year-end forecasts sent most 
stock indexes including the DJIA to all-time highs. But in 
the weeks that followed, growing concerns about subprime 
mortgages and rumors of a major hedge fund collapse spurred 
rapid declines in both the equity and fi xed income markets. 
Within a month, the blue chip index fell as low as 12,519, 
a 10% correction. Credit spreads between commercial 
paper and three month T-Bills soared from 41 basis points on 
August 8 to 289 basis points on August 20. The Federal 
Reserve Bank, recognizing the collapse in liquidity, reduced the 
discount rate 50 basis points on August 17, igniting a 
worldwide rally in the fi nancial markets. On September 
18, the Fed once again surprised investors, dropping both 
the discount rate and the federal funds rate by 50 basis 
points each.  At the end of September, most of the major 
equity indexes fi nished the quarter with positive returns, an 
astonishing fi nish to a volatile quar ter.

Several factors contributed to the Fed’s decision to 
lower the borrowing rate. In mid-August, rapid sales of global 
assets by several multi-billion dollar quantitative hedge 
funds spurred a liquidity crisis, unseen since the collapse 
of Long Term Capital Management in 1998. While many 
investors had already taken the subprime crisis into 
account, hedge fund exposure to collateralized debt 
obligations (CDOs) revealed a new concern. Median 
home prices declined -8.3% in August, raising fears that 
consumer confi dence would plunge in reaction to 
headlines.  And, on September 7, the Labor Department 
announced that August non-farm payrolls fell by 4,000 
from a revised gain of 68,000 in July. Most economists 
forecasted a gain of 100,000. Clearly, the Fed saw weakness 
spreading across the economy.

Despite the abundance of bad news, equity markets 
managed healthy gains by quarter’s end due in large part 
to globalization. Demand for materials, industrials, 
energy and technology remained strong. The Baltic Dry Index 
(BDI), a key gauge of shipping rates in the world’s 
busiest shipping routes and a good indicator of worldwide 
economic activity, climbed to a record high of 9,474 
on September 28, up 114% year-to-date. Crude oil 
traded over $80 a barrel, and accelerating global economic 
growth drove corn, steel, wheat, sugar and cotton 
prices higher.  We continue to believe that globalization is 
inevitable and irreversible. 

We remain bullish in the fourth quarter of 2007 and anticipate 
strong earnings, albeit slowing, to support valuations. The 
table below shows S&P 500 operating earnings for 1999, 
2006 and 2007 (estimated).  The forward earnings multiple of 
the S&P 500 is 16x, signifi cantly below the market multiple of 
29x in 1999. 

A dramatic casualty of the August turbulence was the 
U.S. commercial paper market. Commercial paper (CP) is  
short-term, generally 30-day credit extended to blue chip 
companies. Since Penn Central’s collapse in 1970, there 
have only been seven defaults in CP. As illustrated in the chart 
below, during the month of August, the CP market contracted 
$300 billion from $2.2 trillion to $1.9 trillion. But during the last 
week of September, the total amount of commercial paper 
outstanding fell $13.6 billion, a small decline compared to 
August and the fi rst week of September, which had four 
consecutive declines averaging $75 billion per week. Over 
the past three weeks, declines have averaged $23 billion 
per week. This data, combined with persistent declines in 
commercial paper rates, is clear evidence of stabilization in 
the commercial paper market. This bodes well for a return to 
normalcy across all fi nancial markets.     

MARKET COMMENTARY 

S&P 500 Operating Earnings 
(per share)

S&P 500 Price

1999 

$50.96

1469
12/31/99

2006 

$87.00

1418
12/31/06

2007 

$92.00 Est.

1526
9/28/07

% Change
1999-2007

80.54%

3.88%



 

CHARITABLE DONATIONS 
FROM IRAS

An IRA owner, age 70 ½ or over, can directly transfer tax-free, 
up to $100,000 per year to an eligible charitable organization. 
This option is available in tax years 2006 and 2007. Eligible 
IRA owners can take advantage of this provision, regardless 
of whether they itemize their deductions. Distributions from 
employer-sponsored retirement plans, including SIMPLE 
IRAs and simplifi ed employee pension (SEP) plans are not 
eligible. To qualify, the funds must be contributed directly by 
the IRA trustee to the eligible charity. Amounts so transferred 
are not taxable and no deduction is available for the amount 
given to the charity.

PENSION PROTECTION ACT 
OF 2006

President Bush signed the Pension Protection Act (PPA) of 
2006 on August 17, 2006. The PPA is the most comprehensive 
pension reform legislation since the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act (ERISA), enacted in 1974. The legislation 
is documented in 400 pages and will cause signifi cant changes 
to existing plans including:

• Stricter funding for single-employer and multiemployer  
   defi ned benefi t pension plans

• Strengthened reporting and disclosure rules

• Clarifi ed legal treatment of cash balances and other 
   hybrid defi ned benefi t plans

• Permission for plan fi duciaries to provide investment 
   advice

• Permanent and signifi cant tax retirement savings   
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WHEN TO WORK WITH WINFIELD

PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS
• Manage accumulated wealth, inheritances and settlements
   to meet investment objectives

ENDOWMENTS AND FOUNDATIONS
• Manage assets with a long-term growth strategy while
   meeting investment policy requirements

BUSINESS OWNERS
• Customize investment portfolios to meet investment
   objectives and lessen risk of concentrated assets
• Defer taxable earnings in profi t sharing plans
• Manage and advise 401(k) plans

BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS
• Customize investment portfolios, manage stock options
   and consolidate 401(k)/IRA plans to meet investment
   objectives and lessen risk of concentrated assets

RETIREES
• Customize investment portfolios to meet investment
   objectives with the option of drawing income
• Management of IRAs, trusts and taxable accounts

MACROECONOMIC OUTLOOK

US GDP
Infl ation
Employment
Productivity
Corporate Profi ts
Consumer Debt
International Growth

July 2007
Positive
Neutral

Positive
Positive
Neutral

Negative
Positive

October 2007
Positive
Neutral

Positive
Positive
Neutral

Negative
Positive

MARKET PERFORMANCE

Dow Jones
S&P 500 
Nasdaq
Russell 2000
MSCI EAFE
Lehman Agg

3Q2007
4.18%
2.02%
3.77%

-3.39% 
2.24%
2.84%

2007YTD
13.37%

9.15%
11.85%

2.26%
13.67%

3.85%


